
Key benefits of Sage 
Timeslips Premium

1. Get it all for one price - Your 

subscription includes software, 

unlimited product updates, and 

premium support.

2. Better performance - Sage 

Timeslips Premium is built on the 

more modern Firebird platform, 

providing benefits such as bill 

generation that is 5x faster.

3.  Scales with you-Get limitless 

database size capacity and a 

limitless number of concurrent 

users in the database.

4. More stable and secure - SQL-

like database is more resilient to 

corruption due to network 

transmission outages or latency.

5.Get two months free- Pay 

upfront and receive a subscription 

discount equal to two months of 

monthly payments, saving at least 

$140! 

Go Premium

Sage Timeslips Premium includes everything Sage Timeslips is known for, including 
the ability to easily customize bills, flexible billing arrangements, industry-specific 
billing formats, easier automatic time capture, and more.

Consider Sage Timeslips Premium as the next generation of our award-winning 
billing, time and expense tracking solution. Built on the faster, more flexible, and 
modern SQL-like Firebird platform, Sage Timeslips Premium offers benefits to our 
customers previously unavailable in our traditional solution. These benefits include 
limitless database size capacity, 5x faster bill generation, and a database that is more 
resilient to corruption due to network transmission outages or latency. 

Sage Timeslips Premium is only available on an annual subscription basis. The price of 
subscription includes the latest version of our software, unlimited free product 
updates and unlimited free access to premium support. Customers may choose to pay 
the subscription fee upfront and will receive a generous discount, or may select to pay 
the full subscription fee in installments over 12 months.

Designed with your time in mind

Sage Timeslips understands that as a services business, your time is your product. We 
also know that billing and cash flow are the life blood of your business. Sage Timeslips 
Premium not only makes it easier for you to track where time and money are spent, 
but we also make it simplier for you to generate bills for your services. 

Key feature improvements

Billing Assistant

• Easier navigation through multiple client records in the multi-client view

• Redesigned calculations layout makes it easier to follow influencers of totals 
displayed.

• Simpler attachment management - displays all client and slip attachments, 
providing a preview image when available, and a file location and slip ID for 
tracking.

Slip Value Dialog redesign

• Improvements to slip value dialog design include visibility of more details on 
influencers of slips and a cleaner, less cumbersome flow of values and totals.

Better network control and management

• Sage Timeslips now keeps track of all network-created database locations for 
easy access and navigation between multiple databases.

• Quick and easy access to uninstalling, installing and reconfiguring database and 
application setup. 

Ready to go Premium?

Contact Sage Timeslips today at 800-285-0999 to get information on product and 
pricing for Sage Timeslips Premium, or visit www.SageTimeslips.com.

Sage Timeslips Premium

Scalable, faster, and built on a 
more stable, secure, and modern 
platform.
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